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ABSTRACT
Objective: The association studies are the predominant type of studies on genetics of the
common diseases. The present case-control study aims to investigate the association between
the promoter polymorphism TPH1 (rs10488682 T/A) and the predisposition to idiopathic
scoliosis (IS) in a Bulgarian population sample.
Methods: A total of 105 patients and 210 healthy gender-matched controls were included. The
TPH1 promoter polymorphism was genotyped by amplification followed by restriction. The
statistical analysis was performed by the Pearson‘s chi-squared test and the Fisher’s exact test.
A value of p less than 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
Results: The results indicated that TPH1 (rs10488682) is not associated with the susceptibility
to IS, the onset of the disease, the family history or the gender. On the basis of these preliminary
results, the examined polymorphic variant could not be considered as a predisposing factor for
IS in Bulgarian patients.
Conclusion: Much larger case-control studies will be needed to examine the role of this TPH1
functional genetic variant in the etiology and pathogenesis of IS in Caucasian population. The
identification of molecular markers for IS could be useful for early detection of the predisposition
among the relatives and for more accurate prognosis of the risk for a rapid progression of the
curve in the affected children.
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INTRODUCTION
The association studies are the predominant
type of studies on genetics of the common
diseases. The study begins with a selection of
one or more putative candidate genes based
on hypotheses, including biological systems
involved in the development of deformity and
assumptions based on the results of clinical
observations. This is followed by the assessment
and selection of polymorphisms, preferably
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). A
particular genetic variant is verified for association
with a disease by observing its occurrence in
random test subjects (cases) and in selected
control subjects. Finally, the polymorphic variant
could be evaluated for its association with the
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disease prognosis and diagnosis and its future
potential as a biomarker. This makes the
knowledge derived from candidate gene studies
valuable and clinically relevant as a potential
disease diagnostic tool and for personalised
medicine initiatives in future treatments of the
genetic disorders [1-4].
One of the leading hypotheses for the etiology
of idiopathic scoliosis (IS) is the neuroendocrine
hypothesis including abnormalities in the
melatonin synthesis and signaling pathway [5].
Previous experimental data indicated that some
animal models like pinealectomized chicken
and melatonin-deficient rats can develop spinal
deformities that could be prevented by the
melatonin readministration [6-8]. The melatonin
www.jceionline.org
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is a bone protector that may impair the osteoblast and osteoclast
activity through different mechanisms [9] and the suppression
of the melatonin secretion can decrease the serum calcium
concentration, an effect prevented by the melatonin administration
[10]. The data regarding melatonin levels in the human deformities
are controversial [11] and suggest the role of some functional
genetic polymorphisms decreasing the melatonin production,
but not leading to real melatonin deficiency, in the etiopathogenesis
of IS. The variations in the melatonin levels could increase the
susceptibility to deformities.

family history of IS. Primary radiological examination was not
performed in the control group.

The gene for tryptophan hydroxylase 1 (TPH1) encodes an
enzyme that is essential for the biosynthesis of serotonin - a
precursor to melatonin [12]. The promoter polymorphism TPH1
(rs10488682 T/A) can contribute to reduced synthesis of both
serotonin and melatonin [13]. Previous studies suggest that the
TPH1 gene is a predisposing factor for IS and there is a relationship
between the dyssynthesis of melatonin and adolescent idiopathic
scoliosis (AIS) in Chinese population [14].

The TPH1 promoter polymorphism was genotyped by
amplification followed by restriction. The primer sets are listed
in Table 1.

The present case-control study aims to investigate the association
between the promoter polymorphism TPH1 (rs10488682 T/A)
and the predisposition to IS in a Bulgarian population sample.

METHODS
A total of 105 patients and 210 healthy gender-matched controls
were included. All participants in the study were informed about
its purpose and were included only after the subjects/families
signed their informed consent. Peripheral blood samples were
obtained from the patients and the control subjects. The study
protocol was approved by the University Ethics Committee. This
study was performed in accordance with the current (2013)
version of Declaration of Helsinki.
Patients
Patients with IS were recruited with the help of the orthopaedic
surgeons. The IS diagnosis was confirmed clinically and radiologically.
The secondary scoliosis due to syndromic and nonsyndromic
conditions was excluded. The curves were measured by the Cobb
method. The mean value of the Cobb angle was 54,6 ± 22,70. The
mean age at the beginning of the disease was 11.2 ± 3.1 years.
The cases were separated according to the age of onset of IS in
three subgroups: infantiles (n=4), juveniles (n=23) and adolescents
(n=78). In this study, male (n=19) and female (n=86) individuals
were included. Additionally, patients with positive family history
of IS (n=28) and sporadic cases (n=77) were included.

Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood leucocytes
by using the magnetic bead technology (chemagic DNA Blood
Kit special, Chemagen, Baesweiler, Germany) on an automated
high throughput nucleic acid isolation platform (chemagic Magnetic
Separation Module I, Chemagen, Baesweiler, Germany).

The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was carried out in a a
reaction mix of 20 µl containing 100 ng DNA, 10X Prime Taq
buffer (Genet Bio, Daejeon, Korea), 10 mM dNTPs Mixture
(Genet Bio, Daejeon, Korea), 20 pmol Forward and Reverse
primers (AlphaDNA, Montreal, Canada), and 0.1 U Prime Taq
DNA Polymerase (Genet Bio, Daejeon, Korea). The ampification
was performed in an AB 2720 Thermocycler (Life Technologies,
NY, USA) with an initial denaturation at 940C for five minutes
and a final extension of seven minutes at 720C. The following
thermal cycle was repeated 30 times: denaturation at 940C for
30 seconds, annealing for 30 seconds at 580C, and extension at
720C for 30 seconds.
The restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis
was performed with the endonuclease SpeI (NEB, Ipswich, MA,
USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and the
restriction fragments were separated on an agarose 3% gel in a
VG-SYS Horizontal Electrophoresis System (Biochrom, Miami,
USA). The lengths of the fragments representing the genotypes
are presented in Table 2.
Statistical methods. The test for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium
was performed. The Pearson's chi-squared test was used for the
genotype and allele comparisons between the cases (n1 > 30) and
controls (n2 > 60) and the Fisher’s exact test was used for the
smaller subgroups. A value of p < 0.05 was considered to be
statistically significant in both cases. Additionally, odds ratios
(ORs) were calculated with a 95% confidence interval (95% CI).
The statistical analysis was conducted with the IBM SPSS 19.0
(NY, USA) software package for Windows.
Table 1. PCR primers

Controls
The control group including healthy subjects without clinical
signs of IS was recruited from a pool of unrelated gender-matched
volunteers from hospital units and clinics as well as hospital staff
members and students. The controls were selected among adult
patients (≥ 18 years old) with skeletal maturity and negative
www.jceionline.org

Laboratory methods

Gene,
Polymorphism
TPH1
(rs10488682 T/A)

Primers
F: 5’-AAGAAGTTGCACAATGCAGACA-3’
R: 5’-GTTGGGAAGACTGCAAGAAGC-3’

PCR: Polymerase chain reaction; TPH1: Tryptophan hydroxylase 1
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Table 2. PCR-RFLP protocol
Gene,
Polymorphism

Annealing Temperature, 0C

PCR Product
Size, bp

Restriction Enzyme

58

260

SpeI

TPH1 (rs10488682 T/A)

Restriction
Fragments, bp
AA: 260
TA: 260 + 146 + 114
TT: 146 + 114

PCR: Polymerase chain reaction; RFLP: Restriction fragment length polymorphism; TPH1: Tryptophan hydroxylase 1; bp: base pair.

RESULTS
We separated the cases in subgroups according to age, gender
and family history and then investigated the associations in the
general sample and in the different subgroups under genotypic
(co-dominant, dominant and recessive) and allelic model.
Genotypes were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.
The overall frequencies of the genotypes and alleles of TPH1
(rs10488682 T/A) in the patients with IS were comparable with
the controls (AA vs. TA vs. TT, p = 0.12 and A vs. T, p = 0.11)
but the dominant model was close to a statistically significant
result (TT + TA vs. AA, p = 0.05, OR: 1.6, 95% CI: 0.99-2.57).

No statistically significant association between the TPH1
polymorphism and the clinical phenotype was observed for the
female and the male patients in both subgroups (p > 0.05).
The odds ratios of the genotypes and alleles in the subgroups
are summarised in Table 3.
Sample results from the restriction analysis are presented in
Figure 1.

DISCUSSION

The infantile group consisting of 4 patients was not representative
and so was not analyzed separately. In the subgroup of adolescents
as well as in the subgroup of juveniles, the genotype and allele
frequencies of the TPH1 polymorphism were comparable between
the cases and the controls (p > 0.05).

The association study conducted from Wang et al. [2008] in
a Chinese population sample was the first study to investigate
the possible association between TPH1 and the etiopathogenesis
of AIS (103 cases/108 controls). The authors examined a total
of 16 SNPs presented in TPH1 and AANAT and found a positive
association between TPH1 (rs10488682 T/A) and the susceptibility
to AIS. No SNP was found to be correlated with the gender or
the Cobb angle of the patients [14].

The genotype and allele distributions of the TPH1 promoter
polymorphism were similar for the familial and the non-familial
cases in both subgroups (p > 0.05).

Later, TPH1 (rs10488682 T/A) was found to be not associated
with the occurrence or progression of AIS in a larger study in
Japanese population (798 cases/1239 controls) [15].
An American cohort study (589 cases/1533 controls) examined
4 SNPs in the TPH1 gene but no statistically significant association
with AIS was found [16].
All the studies included only patients with AIS (late onset
IS) that is the most common [17]. There is a need for studies of
the early onset IS (infantile and juvenile). It is possible the
participation of different genetic variants in the etiopathogenesis
of the early and late onset scoliosis [18]. In our study, we selected
the cases among patients with infantile, juvenile and adolescent
IS and then we investigated the associations in the general sample
and in the different subgroups.

Figure 1. Results from the restriction analysis of TPH1 (rs10488682
T/A): AA – homozygotes (260 bp); TA – heterozygotes (260 + 146 +
114 bp); TT – homozygotes (146 + 114 bp); M – ladder 100 bp. C
– negative control.

In the general sample, the genotype and allele frequencies
were comparable between the cases and the controls, and hence
TPH1 (rs10488682 T/A) could not be considered as a susceptibility
factor for IS in Bulgarian patients. The major limitation of the
current study is the small sample sizes that could affect the statistical
power of the results. As an example, for the dominant genetic
model (TT+TA vs. AA) the estimated statistical power is 62.2%.
This means that we would need a sample of 228 per group to
yield power of 80%. In other words, the patient group must be
twice larger.
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Table 3. Odds ratios of genotypes and alleles of tryptophan hydroxylase 1 (TPH1) gene in different subgroups with idiopathic scoliosis (IS)
Subgroup

Genetic
model

Genotype,
Allele

p-value
(χ2 test)

OR
(95% CI)

General
(n1=105, n2=210)

Codominant
Dominant
Recessive
Allelic

TT vs. AA
TT + TA vs. AA
TT vs. TA + AA
T vs. A

0.68
0.05
1
0.11

1.22 (0.47-3.20)
1.60 (0.99-2.57)
1.00 (0.39-2.56)
1.36 (0.93-1.99)

AIS
(n1=78, n2=210)

Codominant
Dominant
Recessive
Allelic

TT vs. AA
TT + TA vs. AA
TT vs. TA + AA
T vs. A

0.58
0.08
0.76
0.11

1.41 (0.51-3.92)
1.61 (0.95-2.72)
1.17 (0.43-3.15)
1.40 (0.92-2.13)

JIS
(n1=23, n2=210)

Codominant
Dominant
Recessive
Allelic

TT vs. AA
TT + TA vs. AA
TT vs. TA + AA
T vs. A

1
0.16
1
0.35

0.86 (0.10-7.14)
1.85 (0.78-4.38)
0.64 (0.08-5.07)
1.40 (0.71-2.78)

Familial group
(n1=28, n2=210)

Codominant
Dominant
Recessive
Allelic

TT vs. AA
TT + TA vs. AA
TT vs. TA + AA
T vs. A

0.38
0.1
0.7
0.09

2.18 (0.55-8.57)
1.95 (0.88-4.32)
1.68 (0.45-6.26)
1.69 (0.92-3.10)

Non-familial group
(n1=77, n2=210)

Codominant
Dominant
Recessive
Allelic

TT vs. AA
TT + TA vs. AA
TT vs. TA + AA
T vs. A

1
0.14
0.79
0.31

0.92 (0.29-2.95)
1.49 (0.88-2.52)
0.77 (0.24-2.41)
1.25 (0.82-1.92)

Males
(n1=19, n2=38)

Codominant
Dominant
Recessive
Allelic

TT vs. AA
TT + TA vs. AA
TT vs. TA + AA
T vs. A

0.58
0.77
0.59
0.47

2.27 (0.28-18.3)
1.40 (0.45-4.33)
2.12 (0.27-16.3)
1.45 (0.58-3.63)

Females
(n1=86, n2=172)

Codominant
Dominant
Recessive
Allelic

TT vs. AA
TT + TA vs. AA
TT vs. TA + AA
T vs. A

1
0.06
0.5
0.17

1.04 (0.34-3.12)
1.65 (0.98-2.78)
0.82 (0.28-2.42)
1.34 (0.88-2.04)

A value of p < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. AIS: Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis; JIS: Juvenile idiopathic scoliosis; OR: Odds ratio; CI: confidence interval

In the AIS subgroup, the genotype and allele frequencies
were also comparable between the cases and the controls, and
hence TPH1 (rs10488682) could not be associated with the late
onset IS. These results correspond to those obtained previously
in Caucasian population [16]. Extended case-control studies will
be necessary to examine the role of this TPH1 genetic variant in
the etiology and pathogenesis of the early onset IS in different
population groups.
We selected the cases among patients with positive family
history and negative family history as well. We assumed that it
is possible the participation of different genetic variants in the
etiopathogenesis of the sporadic and the familial cases. On the
basis of the present results, the genotypes and the alleles of TPH1
(rs10488682) could not be associated with the familial history
of IS. Replication case-control studies will be necessary to examine
the role of the TPH1 gene in the etiopathogenesis of the familial
and sporadic IS in the different population groups.
www.jceionline.org

Scoliosis is more common in the females than the males [19].
It is possible the participation of different genetic variants in the
etiopathogenesis of IS in the male and the female patients. The
obtained results showed that the genotypes and alleles of TPH1
(rs10488682 T/A) could not be associated with the gender of the
patients.
In conclusion, the results indicated that TPH1 (rs10488682)
is not associated with the susceptibility to IS, the onset of the
disease, the family history or the gender.
On the basis of these preliminary results, the examined
polymorphic variant TPH1 (rs10488682) could not be considered
as a predisposing factor for IS or AIS in Bulgarian patients.
Much larger case-control studies will be needed to examine
the role of this TPH1 functional genetic variant in the etiology
and pathogenesis of IS in Caucasian population.
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The data regarding the association between the primary
scoliosis and the human MTNR1B genetic variants [15, 16, 1923] do not exclude the role of other components of the melatonin
production and the melatonin signaling pathway in the IS
etiopathogenesis.

9.

The identification of molecular markers for IS could be useful
for early detection of the predisposition among the relatives and
for more accurate prognosis of the risk for a rapid progression
of the curve in the affected children. That will permit prophylaxis
and early treatment with less invasive procedures.

11. Girardo M, Bettini N, Dema E, Cervellati S. The role of melatonin in the
pathogenesis of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS). Eur Spine
J. 2011;20:S68–S74.
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